
Doctors and medical students from all over 

New Zealand played to a sell-out audience 

and standing ovations during the hugely 

successful inaugural New Zealand Doctors 

Orchestra (NZDO) concert in Nelson.

The NZDO is coordinated by Christchurch-

based MAS Members Professor Tim Wilkinson, 

a double-bassist, and his wife Dr Lynette 

Murdoch, a violinist – the pair’s son Tom 

Wilkinson, a fourth-year medical student at the 

University of Otago Wellington, played trumpet.

The 65-member orchestra performed Lilburn’s 

Aotearoa overture, Schumann’s piano 

concerto, Puccini arias and Tchaikovsky’s 

Symphony No 5 under the baton of conductor 

Mark Hodgkinson. Among the evening’s 

highlights were two soloists, Nelson 

surgeon Adrian Secker and Christchurch 

physiotherapist and soprano Tara Martin,  

also MAS Members. 

The NZDO is modelled on similar orchestras 

in Australia and Europe, with all ticket 

sales donated to the Nelson Hospice. The 

event will run again from 21 to 23 June 

2013 in Nelson and medical musicians are 

encouraged to sign up – more information 

is available at http://nzdo.org.nz/NZDO/

Information_for_players.html 

Standing ovation for the New Zealand Doctors Orchestra

Dr Sam Hazledine, MAS Member and founder of Australasia’s fastest-

growing medical recruitment agency MedRecruit, was announced the 

winner of the prestigious Ernst & Young ‘2012 Young Entrepreneur Of 

The Year’ award in October.

The award is New Zealand’s most prominent global business award, 

aimed at recognising successful entrepreneurs and highlighting their 

contributions to the New Zealand economy. Sam started MedRecruit 

in 2006, a company that specialises in placing doctors in locum and 

permanent positions so they can have it all – careers and lifestyles. 

“I’m absolutely thrilled to have been announced the winner of Ernst 

& Young’s award. It acknowledges the belief that doctors have in 

us to provide what they need right now – namely the ability to go 

further with both a life and a career,” says Sam.

Chief judge Greg Cross of Icehouse said the finalists were the most 

articulate group the panel had ever judged. “It’s always hard to 

compare one year with the next, but across the board, the level 

of presentation and the standard of the businesses were the best 

we’ve seen,” he said.

Ernst & Young announces Young Entrepreneur Of The Year
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